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Characteristics and Functions 
 
Minolta produces countless accessories for 35mm film cameras. Among these, 
the “Mini 35” Slide Projector, which is used for single projection of 35mm slides, 
enters the catalog in 1956. mounted on 5x5cm frames. With the particular 
accessory included in this kit, you can instead load numerous slides into the 
right basket of the Minolta Autochanger, move them to the projection position 
and download them into the receiver basket of the Autochanger just with the 
touch of a lever! The device has a solid and accurate construction in biscuit-
colored metal whose painting produces a wrinkling effect while internally it is 
satin black; the other parts are in chromed steel, while the Minolta Autochanger 
is painted in satin black. To bring the projector into the position of use, press the 
two circular steel buttons located laterally in the front position and lift / rotate the 
shell. The lamp compartment has no cover to allow for better ventilation. Then 
place the slide holder or the automatic loader, insert the slide and, with the lamp 
on, focus by rotating the external lens mount. The lens is a P-Rokkor 2.5 / 
75mm. On the automatic slide loader we find the slider for moving the slides 



that ends on the right with a small ivory-colored plastic handle. In the two slide 
compartments there are two slide presses which, aided by a spring, hold the 
slides mounted on 5x5 frames on the bottom of the Autochanger. The pack of 
slides to be projected must be inserted in the right compartment, which we will 
find in the left compartment at the end of the projection. Here too there are two 
small ivory-colored plastic handles that help grip. In the lower part there is the 
mount with thread to fix the "Mini 35" to a tripod, a steel plate that shows in red: 
"110 Volts"; "AC DC"; Max 100 Watts ". There are 4 feet of which the front ones 
are adjustable. This Minolta Mini 35 Slide Projector complete with Autochanger 
can be transported in an elegant wooden case covered externally with gray 
adhesive paper with gold silk-screened "Mini Slide Projector Kit" "Minolta (with 
Logo)" "Japan". The interior is yellow. 
Weight 912g. Length 130mm., Width 76mm., Height 110mm. when the 
appliance is closed. Height 133mm. Width 185mm. (with automatic loader in 
operating position). Autochanger weight: 178g. 
 
 

 

  
 


